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Iacobucci HF Aerospace presents ReTrolley
the revolution in cabin waste management developed in partnership with Airbus.

At the Aircraft Interiors Expo 2018, the Italian Manufacturer has introduced a real
game changer system for on board recycling. An innovative cabin service trolley
conceived by Airbus and developed together with Iacobucci HF Aerospace to meet the
expectations of the fast growing “green” market.
April 11th - Hamburg, Germany. Iacobucci HF Aerospace has presented, together with
Airbus, the ReTrolley, an innovative system for on board recycling aimed at meeting
and overtaking the expectations of the fast growing “green” market. As a revolutionary
cabin service trolley (available both in half-size and full-size version), the ReTrolley
allows presorting of waste during the flight, helping the crew to separate the trash
with maximum ease of use. The system was developed in collaboration with Airbus
and perfectly portrays the approach Iacobucci HF Aerospace is bringing to the 2018
edition of the Aircraft Interiors Expo, the world's leading annual show of the sector
held in Hamburg these days. Four are the pillars that uphold the Italian Manufacturer's
strategy as a response to a more and more challenging market: innovation,
accessibility, reliability, sustainability.
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The ReTrolley embodies them all: the device is actually the perfect solution for the
separation of recyclables during the very collection procedure. This is possible because
the system is made of several compartments, three customizable modules, which can
be used for recyclables and non-recyclables, as well as to stack cups, crush cans and
especially to collect liquids, whose disposal is becoming a more and more important
issues for Airlines. The main features that the ReTrolley sports are: robustness of
linkage system, easy exchange and fixation of waste bags, avoidance avoidance of
spillage thanks to the design of the liquid funnel and secure fire containment under all
circumstances. Lastly, its simple and effective design lets the ReTrolley be installed in
any galley compartment, without adaptions or special system connections, just like a
standard waste trolley.
The solution is based on one of the winning proposals from the Airbus “Fly Your Ideas”
University Challenge and the Airbus BizLab Accelerator Program. Thanks to its cutting
edge features, the ReTrolley has already won the Crystal Cabin Award 2017 (Category
“Greener Cabin, Health, Safety and Environment”) and the APEX Award 2017 (Category
“Best Cabin Innovation”). The ReTrolley was further developed together with Iacobucci
HF Aerospace, taking care of the design phase, with special regards to the market
requirements and customer involvement.
Iacobucci HF Aerospace is presenting the ReTrolley as a specific answer to new needs
of the Airlines: stowing waste is becoming more and more important today as
passengers on board increase and galley space decrease, especially in single aisle
aircrafts. According to IATA’s (International Air Transport Association) estimations on
cabin waste, in 2016 about 5.2 millions tons of garbage was generated in flight. The
global cost for this amount of waste is over 500 millions dollars, and is expected to
double in the next 15 years. But it's not just an ordinary matter of space optimization
and cost reduction. Cabin waste management has become a top issue among Airlines,
who not only have to face stricter regulations, new fees fixed by airports and more
complex operational tasks, they are also trying to meet the expectations of the
passengers, who demand, for every service and product they pay, a more responsible
approach to the environment. Even from the Airlines. This is where the new ReTrolley
is going to make the difference.
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About IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE
The Company is a worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution
of galley inserts, trolleys and seating products for both commercial and business
aviation. The Company boasts a consolidated experience in the design, production,
certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters,
Trash Compactors, Induction Ovens, Cooking Stations, Trolleys, Standard Units, Seating
Products, Accessories and consumables. During over 46 years of experience in the
aviation industry and a strong focus on product innovation, over the past 15 years, the
Company has expanded largely its business, product portfolio and production capacity
to better serve its loyal customers. Thanks to its premium, made in Italy, durable and
innovative products range and its best in-class customer service, the Company is the
1st choice among elite Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world. The
Company plays a leading role in the main international markets through direct and
Regional account in key Countries, in addition to a professional network presence of
repair and maintenance authorized stations in the five Continents.
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